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Abstract: The relationship between a soldier's equipment, task and ability is a key element of understanding what is vital to 
mission success. The goals of the Soldier, Equipment, Task (SET) framework and Soldier Systems Engineering Architecture 
(SSEA) are to model the soldier as a system, defining the relationship between soldier, training, doctrine, and materiel solutions. 
The different aspects outlined in the SET framework influence the soldier differently. The goal is to find the soldier architecture 
that maximizes performance of a specific task. Using a Systems Engineering approach, our capstone developed the architecture 
and candidate models that allow for clear understanding of the soldier system’s trade space between fitness, equipment weight, 
and road march performance. For our analysis, our capstone group developed a scenario involving a tactical road march over 
terrain in West Point, New York to assess physical performance and exhaustion level based on the calculations in the models 
we developed.   
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1. SSEA Background

Soldier Systems Engineering Architecture (SSEA) looks to illuminate the trade space between a soldier’s equipment, 
task and ability (TRADOC Capability Manager-Soldier, 2014). This trade space analysis will allow equipment developers, 
doctrine developers, training developers, and those involved in leading missions to develop equipment and supply soldiers with 
resources better suited to ensure mission success. The end state of SSEA framework is to effectively model missions by carrying 
the soldier, the equipment, and the task. Trade space analysis is conducted through Engineered Resilient Systems (ERS), a 
framework that provides deep analysis of the tradeoffs between different types of solutions (Carroll, et al., 2016). Drawing 
from ERS analysis, SSEA is set to explore the limits and capabilities between equipment, task and ability. Under the SSEA 
framework leaders will better able to plan operations that both correctly utilize equipment and allow soldiers to reach their true 
effective potential. This document contains the requirements, concept of operations and other vital system information to 
develop and validate models in order to continually test the trade space created between a soldier’s functions.  

The main client of this project is TRADOC Capability Manager (TCM) Soldier, who will use this framework to help 
develop soldier requirements to drive training and equipping solutions.  It will ultimately determine the worth of this 
framework. TCM Soldier partnered with US Army Natick Soldier Research, Development, and Engineering Center (NSRDEC) 
in Natick, Massachusetts to both guide our project and provide assistance in framework development, particularly in model 
development. Our partners have developed a technical framework allowing our capstone group to apply tactical knowledge to 
scenario development and integrate new models into performance analysis, specifically looking at changes in equipment, 
soldier fitness, and soldier training. This is done with the development of system architecture, model requirements, and model 
development.  

2. Architecture

The following sections summarize our approach to identifying key functions, allocating them to required models, 
defining model requirements, and building the necessary models to simulate key tasks in the SSEA framework.   

2.1 Logical Architecture 

The first step in engineering architecture construction began with synthesizing our stakeholders’ needs into a 
scenario. Based on emerging military doctrine witnessed on the battlefields of Ukraine, our scenario incorporated UAV 
deployment, military movements, and squad level operations (Scales, 2016). A finalized high level concept graphic, shown in 
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